
Fall 2010. Second Test. Introditction to AlgontlrnLs

Name:
Section:

Email id:

11th November. 201()

Thin is an open book, open notes exam.Answer nfl six questioub. Each Question is worth 10 points. You have 90 minutes to completethe exam.
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1. Graph Properies

A graph G is constructed such that (1. 2. 1 ()O} form a set ol vertice and an edge existsbetween i and ) ii I divides ] or j divides / (and I
- j). (as an example vertex will 21vil1 I w adjaueiit to vertices I .3.!)54.and 51). Please answer the following (best 10115. 10points. 2 points per part]

(a) \\inch vertex has the niaxiniuni degree and what is the inaximinii degree.
h) Which vertex has the iniiiiiuum (legree and what is tile nnninnun degree (lust mentionone vertex).

(u) The graph is connected — give a one line argument.
dl) Show a spanning tree.

e) How many e Iges are in I lie subgraph of t lie above graph C consisting of the vertices { 1.2. 3.4, 5. 6. 7. 5. 9. ffl} and all the edges between these vertices in C aremcluded.(1 his is sanle as saying find a subgraph of C consistuig of the vertices{ 1. 2. 3. .1.5. 6. 7. 5.9. lO} with the maximum number of edges)
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Figure 1: Graph 1

2. Shortest Path/Spanning Tree

Figure 2: Graph 2

(a) Give an example of a graph with negative weights. where Dijkstras algorit inn fails
to find the sllort(st patti. [3 pointsj

h) What is shortest patti between vertices 1 and 9 using Dijkstras algoritluii if all edge
weights are 1 iii I lie Graph 113 points[

(c) Give the niunher ot shortest paths from 1 (hottonimost leftmost riode to 7 (topmost
rightmost node) iii the given directed graph (Graph 2)bottoin graph wit Ii edge
weights 1. 4 points
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3. Minimum Spanning Tree

(a) Give an example of an midirecteci graph such that the shortest path tree (using a
starting vertex of 1) is (litferent from ininimimi spanning tree [4 points]

/
b\ /
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(b) Describe an algoritm (pseudo code will suffice) to find a minimum spanning graph
that contains exactl one cycle in a given connected undirected weighted graph with

vertices with at least ri edges. 6 points]
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4. Greedy Algorithm and Huffman Tree

(a) Professor F. L. Ake came up with the following greedy algorithm to find the size of
minimum vertex cover for a tree. Provide an example (of a tree T) whose minimum
size vertex cover is smaller than the one given by the following algorithm. Tins will
prove that Professor F. L. Ake is wrong.

F.L.Ake’s algorithm for huidmg the size of minimum vertex cover for a rooted bmarv
tree. (minilnuni vertex cover is the smallest size of vertices which cover all the edges
of I) is as follows. [5 points]

Input: A binary tree T with root r with n vertices.

Output: Size of Minimum Vertex Cover of T

Step i: Do a DFS (T). dfs_number(x) = dfs_number(xYh2

( dfs_number modula 2) for all vertices x.

Step 2: Count the number of vertices (count) whose df s_number is 0.
Output min(count,n).

(b) Construct a Huffman Tree with the following characters a.b.c.d.c.f.g and their respec—
tix fr quem of O( curr n( arC 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 1 Ho main distin t Huffmaii
Codes for this data are possible (just the number) (For instance, if the character set
misists of tuo ‘ mbols B] onh thE (an b od( d s uthcr 0 1 or r1 0 SC)

the ninnber of Huffman codes is 2 in this case.). [5 Pointsl
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5. Dynamic Programming

Given (ICllOIIllllfltlOliS .r. .r9. we wish to make change for a value using as few
coins as possible (you are allowed to use any number of coins (0 or more) for each of the
denomiiations).: that is, we wish to find the smallest set of coinS whose total value is V
using coins from the giveli (lenonnuations. lids might not he possible in sonic cases: for
instance, if the rleiioniinations are a amid 20. t hen we can make change for 10 ( using 2
coins of 5 and 2 is the smallest nuniber). 20 (using 1 coin of 20. 1 is the smallest number).
30 (using 2 coins of 5 and I coin of 20 and 3 is the smallest miinher). 15 (using 3 coins of
5 1)111 not t( )r 12 (the smallest nmnher is

. Give a (lvnamic programnung algorithm
for the following problem. Pseudo Code will suthce. I \ou are allowed to represent as
a large number. ).
Input i’ . ,r. ‘.j

uestiou : Find the minimum number of coins to make change for c using any munber of
(‘01115 from each of the denoininat ions .l’[. J’2, fl

1O Pointsj
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6. Design of Algorithm/Dynamic Programming/All Pairs of Shortest Paths

The (liamtter of a graph is the greatest distance between any pair of vertices. To find the

(lianieter of a graph, first find the shortest path between each pair of vertices. The greatest

length of any of these paths is the diameter of the graph. For example time diameter of

this graph is 2. Describe a polvilomial—time algorithm to find the diameter of a graph.

Pseudo Code will suffice
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